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place, this place was on the right side of the tracks. They were invited

again after they had this place. Well, back then it was a big beautiful

house people built to interest the neighbors. And today it is more apt to

be the car that they buy to impresses the neighbors. But this means, what

do people think of me? How are people going to accept what I do? The

9 main spring of human action 9, and when we get into the family

of God, it is .t one of those things which goes along with us, and we try

to recognize it, and it can be used for good in our dealings with others,

but it is something which God wants us to look into }{ our hearts ...912....




.....

and he wants not because of what people are doing

around us. And when we pray we are not like the man of whom the Boston

newppapers told, that the prayer which he delivered in one of the big churches

in Boston is that it was one of the most ...i0;....prayers every given to a

Boston Audience. And we want to be sure that our prayers are not given to

an audience or to other people, but that they are given to the Lord Himself,

and He is theone who lO- , and if we fast, or whatever we do,

he wants us to be sure that it is dose to please our Heavenly Father ...l01....

Well, I am afraid have gone a little too far in one direction on

this, but people have urged me to , and there are times I have

10 3/k .... something that ought to be done, and I have realized as I look

back on it that ought to be done, I think I look back later and said I wish

I had done it. But I have refused to do it, because I have said I am not

going to do religious services to please men, that they may think well of me.

I think the Lord wants us to look at all we do and 1.1i think of it, are we

doing it to please men? Or are we doing it to please God? What do people

think about me? Anybody would tell you that the matter of

saving faith is one of the most characteristic and outstanding features

in the people of the orient. Well, in South America in a way, in a different

direction, I have heard it said that down there in a book on travel ll

the old Inca capitol, and that there he found there were a group of mission

aries there, and he found that when these missionaries first came to ...12...
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